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the blue marble geographics has continued to enhance theblue marble desktop while maintaining the key functionalitysof the original release. the 2014.0 release was regarded by manysurveyors as the most powerful and user-friendly of the series.the design of the blue marble desktop, and that of the gds,has been evolved and refined through these years and this new releaseincludes some significant changes that address these issues. with the release of the geocalc sdk version 7.5, developers cancreate extensions to the blue marble desktop that add additionalfunctionality. the blue marble desktop is
used in conjunction with theglobal mapper software and is an extension of the software,providing the application developers with the toolkit that theyneed to create extensions and provide enhanced functionality. for moreinformation on extensions, contact a blue marble sales representative( salesbluemarblegeo.com ). the blue marble desktop is used to transfer or convert spatialdata between the blue marble database and other gis software andapplication formats. for more information on the blue marble desktop,please visit the blue marble desktop page (www.bluemarblegeo.com/desktop). blue marble
software is the leading provider of geospatialsoftware, with more than 6,000 clients using our solutions tomanage their location-based data. with headquarters in maine,blue marble is a wholly owned subsidiary of satcon internationalcorp. blue marble’s flagship product, global mapper, is theworld’s most popular gis software. global mapper is a solid toolkitfor geospatial data management, providing both gis and web mappingcapabilities in a single, easy-to-use package. blue marble also provides ageospatial data server, a cloud-based geospatial storage servicethat combines the power of a gis, the ease of

use of a database, andthe scalability of a cloud-based data repository. the geospatialdata server is a turnkey solution that enables users to store theirgeospatial data in the cloud while providing the scalability andflexibility of a custom gis or web mapping application. moreinformation about the geospatial data server can be found at www.bluemarblegeo.com/data-services/gds.
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since 1993, the geographic calculator has been the coordinateconversion tool of choice for gis and survey professionalsaround the world. the geographic calculator quickly grew inpopularity over that first decade and has maintained itsreputation as the best coordinate conversion solution on themarket. the geographic calculator has come a
long way since thenwith many improvements over the years. in 2004, theunderlying geocalc library was re-written and in 2007 ageneral version was released as the blue marble desktop. important license note. you may download and evaluate any version on this page, however, if you currently own any previous version of global mapper, and

plan to upgrade to 23.1, a new license is required. the licenses for the most recent releases are available to users who have active maintenance and support. users with out of date m&s will have to renew m&s to access the software. please contact authorizebluemarblegeo.com with any questions or concerns. using the global mapper sdk,
software developers can add functionality to the software by creating extensions. examples of the use of extensions include extended format support, enhanced visualization options, or new toolbar buttons. an extension can also be used to provide an interface between global mapper and a third-party application. for more information on

extensions, contact a blue marble sales representative ( salesbluemarblegeo.com ). important license note. you may download and evaluate any version on this page, however, if you currently own global mapper 21, and plan to move to 22.1, a new license is required. the licenses for the most recent releases are available to users who have
active maintenance and support. users with out of date m&s will have to renew m&s to access the software. please contact authorizebluemarblegeo.com with any questions or concerns. 5ec8ef588b
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